
Variations on a Theme of  Joseph Haydn, op. 56a 

 St Anthony Chorale: Andante –  

 Variation 1: Poco più animato – 

 Variation 2: Più vivace –  

 Variation 3: Con moto – 

 Variation 4: Andante con moto – 

 Variation 5: Vivace – 

 Variation 6: Vivace – 

 Variation 7: Grazioso – 

 Variation 8: Presto non troppo – 

 Finale: Andante 

Writing about Johannes Brahms in 1892, the biographer Philipp Spitta declared: ‘the musical politicians 

of  our time call him a reactionary … There could be no stranger accusation’. Yet, it is an accusation still 

levelled at Brahms even today. Of  all the major composers of  the nineteenth century, it was Brahms who 

had the most scholarly interest and reverence for the musical heritage of  the past. 

Unlike the ground-breaking developments made by Liszt and Wagner, Brahms preferred to enrich rather 

than challenge inherited musical forms. He struggled to come to terms with his position under the 

hegemonic shadow of  Beethoven, not completing his First Symphony until 1876, having worked at it for 

over 14 years. There were many important stages in the long, arduous path to the First Symphony but the 

most important may have been the Variations on a Theme of  Joseph Haydn, Op. 56a. 

Written in 1873, the Haydn Variations came twenty years after Robert Schumann’s prophetic 1853 article 

which laid upon Brahms’ shoulders the responsibility of  giving ‘the highest expression of  the age in ideal 

terms’. The Variations were first performed on 1 November 1873 and also exist in a version for two 

pianos, which Brahms had played earlier that year with his great friend, Clara Schumann. 

Brahms had a long fascination with the form, writing earlier sets of  variations for keyboard on themes by 

Schumann, Handel and Paganini. After arriving in Vienna in 1863, the composer became friendly with 

Carl Ferdinand Pohl, librarian of  the Vienna Philharmonic Society, who owned several original Haydn 

manuscripts – among them a set of  Feldpartien which contained the ‘Chorale St Antonii’. We now know 

that the chorale was not in fact Haydn’s but almost certainly written by his star pupil, Ignaz Pleyel; 

nevertheless, the use of  the St Anthony Chorale was an acknowledgement of  Brahms’ debt to the older 

Viennese master. 

The Haydn Variations reveal a new level of  sophistication in Brahms’ orchestration, owing much of  their 

inexhaustible vitality to the wealth of  rhythmic interest. Its theme, eight variations and finale incorporate 

almost every conceivable device of  contrapuntal ingenuity, building upon the simple yet distinctive 

features of  the chorale – not least its peculiar five-bar phrases. Brahms alternates between major and 

minor variations, the same way Haydn does in the slow movement of  his ‘Drumroll’ Symphony. The 



eight variations culminate in a crowning finale: the chorale is ‘re-Brahmsified’ amidst a rich, sonorous 

orchestral texture. The theme is transformed into a ground bass with 17 iterations of  the passacaglia 

theme, foreshadowing the monumental finale of  the Fourth Symphony. The work is brought to a close by 

an emphatic coda, leaving no doubt that Brahms had mastered writing for orchestra and was now ready 

to conquer the symphony.


